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Reproduction
This is one of our latest reproductions. A customer in Devon bought the
lamp in an antiques market in Amsterdam and was devastated when it got
broken during a house move. We were approached to make a replica
shade. From looking at the shade we could see that the original was made
using a large mould and to manufacture a new mould and make a new
shade would cost tens of thousands of pounds. So instead we offered the
option of hand blowing a plain one of the same size and shape, scallop
the edge, drill a central hole and sandblast to replicate the moulded look
it originally had. The picture shows some of the original brokenparts and
the reproduction shade.

Gothic Revival Bowl light
These large Gothic revival bowl lights were recently
manufactured for a private bank in London, they have a cut
and frosted dish and either a dark bronze or verdigris finish.
They have 8 internal E14 lamps.
Height: 110cm Width: 90cm

*Wilkinson SALE*
Prices plus VAT
CS 1614

CS 1891

A large pendant lantern
with cut crystal globe.

8 Light French Chandelier.
RRP: £1875

RRP: £1469

Now: £950
Now: £850
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CS 1912
6 light Venetian style
chandelier alternated
with flowers and
curled leaves.

CS 1924
Victorian silver plated centrepiece
formed of three layers of leaves
emerging from
a stylised rock base with a Victorian
cut crystal epergne bowl.

RRP: £1550
RRP:£1000

Now: £750

Now: £650

CS 1991
Blue glass lamp - old gilt brass mounts
with new hand blown blue crystal vase.

Shade at an additional cost
RRP: £1950

Now: £1000

CS 1980

CS 1876

Black tole shade chandelier
with solid brass internal
metalwork, 6 lamps and clear
glass chimneys.

Mini circular lantern in
gold lacquer finish with
one internal light.
RRP: £438

RRP: £3125

Now: £195
Now: £1950

CS 1888

CS 1612

Flush bowl light with
gold plated metalwork
and moulded crystal
bowl.

A modern style
Swarovski crystal
chandelier.

RRP: £430

Now: £200
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RRP: £1875

Now: £900

